As statistics show in regards to the gross yearly income on the highest ranks in the United States, the reality is, it’s not the entitled Whites on the top per household, but rather, in the middle range.

The Asians are grinding better per household and they are richer than White households, which typically have 3 divorces or more, are plagued with having to accept strange sexual norms and values and the list goes on, stuff which is leaving most Asians merely uninterested as they don't really give a fuck about it at all. And with good benefits to them, it appears. Whites on the other hand are told by jews to practice infinite and eternal contraception, give their money to Black Lives Matter, get into looming depression because they "Should have" a supreme octagon of a relationship, the insanity list never ends.

Obviously the conclusive result of the above is not only depression, weakening of one's position, but also poverty. In general, breaching all nature's laws known to man doesn't seem to be very... 'profitable' for many people, or as the jews promised. Yes, turns out if you are a single meth addict, who has an inability to cleave with any person for more than a single night, chances are higher one might end up or be also a broke bloke, and that the laws of reality will whip you in the ass, despite of what jews claimed it would be permanently fun and everything.

In regards to divorce rates, and how this relates to the above, one might as well look here.

The fact that I have to use numbers to justify that being a total individualist only caring about their genitals, eventually backfires in one's life, makes for me a strong reminder on how distanced from reality and stupid we have all become collectively in the West. We're fucking retarded if we need a "research" to prove to ourselves all this captain obvious type of shit. What is next, that I will have to prove by statistics, that holding your breath actually kills you? I wonder.
Who gets divorced in America, in 7 charts

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/won ...
edirect=on

[*Disclaimer, the sources are of course from the enemy, which only goes to show, they know the truth but they still do lie to the Goyim and make them do all the wrong decisions in life only to be ruined. Read the sources with a Satanic eye, as the propaganda in them is rampant*]
Asians seem to be always left behind from any statistical analysis and it's always a comparison between Blacks/Whites and Whites/Hispanics that takes place, as the lying arguments about a "White Supremacy" and the related in the United States need to be supported for people to become mindlessly racist and for Jews to raise hatred against White Americans.

The political shouting and memes doesn't want to compare any of these, as simply, all the lies of the "Left" and the creative machinations of Jews are just self-collapsing on the weight of obvious reality.
Another reason why nobody tries to make this into a dumb meme between "Asians Vs Whites" is that such subpar propaganda wouldn't work on Asians as many are highly educated and they aren't going to take the bait. You'll never see Asians taking the streets and burning cars just because. Even if Asians were in the situation of Blacks financially [which for all intents and purposes, they definitely were as people who moved or immigrants] this would never happen.

The situation is that "White Racism" is only a hallucination at this point. We are to where we have literally had our nations stolen from within our own hands, demographically people are going extinct and NPC's are still spewing robotic records in regards to why this is a good thing, and we are becoming strangers in our own nations. People grew up in safe neighborhoods and now they will grow old and probably die by a grenade attack such as in the Netherlands, which is now plagued by grenade attacks, or will be looted on a daily basis.

And people still haven't had any reasonable reaction to this, which others would have reacted some time ago already.

Whites are also the first people worldwide to forsake land they have acquired simply because people whined too much to them based on irrational basis, and they caved in to useless complaints. Nobody on the history of mankind has shared their "land" with other people to the point of demographic extinction either. It took war in most cases. All tribes and all nations of this world have never done this ever before at any rate, from the prehistoric times to today. Indeed, the whole proof of the subject is that Whites are the least racist race to the point that extinction is coming at an alarming rate.

The situation is that many people are using only emotions to think. The statistics below show that Whites aren't really "high class" but they are basically...Middle Class. Middle Class for those who do not know in Marxist ideology is the class you have to abolish and destroy, in "Acceleration" of the Class Warfare, which is between the bottom classes and the top class.

However in the United States, the ruling class are the jews, and essentially, they are also the ones behind the creation of "Class warfare" in the United States, so what you are left with, is that they direct the imaginary oppressed against their own enemies, which are essentially a medium financial power middle class of White people, who just happen to be a majority in their own nation [how evil and bigoted and racist of them of course etc. etc.].

We are not in a war of ideas with the enemy, we are on a war between lies and truth. The reality is on our side, so is truth. All this amount of evil jewish lying and the meekness of people to accept a few facts, which would ironically, only make
the world better, is bleeding more and more until this society will drown in the pus of its own lies.


[*DISCLAIMER: It appears of course that Jews, have been also put in with Whites, which more than likely inflates the amount of claimed money Whites are doing per year, and still even with this done, Whites cannot reach Asians really. The jews could either be in Whites or be totally omitted, in which cases, only increases the potency of Asians being up their financially].

https://www.globenewswire.com/news-rele ... ehold.html

The fast-growing Asian American consumer segment has impressive buying power, with average household income of $116,319. That’s 36 percent greater than overall average U.S. household income. A whopping 24 percent of Asian households will earn $150,000 or more this year.

"Asian American households also spend 21 percent more annually on consumer goods and services than the average U.S. household. They spend:

-Around $100 per month on entertainment – 45 percent more than the average U.S. household
-Around $3,000 annually on apparel – 15 percent more than the average U.S. household
- Roughly $5,000 annually on food at home – about 6 percent more than the average U.S. household
- Almost $12,000 annually on transportation, including new cars and trucks – around 10 percent more than the average U.S. household
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